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Introduction

Information and communication technologies (ICT) have provided great changes in all aspects of life nowadays. The technology is developing day by day and ICT has been used widely across the world. In term of education, IT also changes the learning approach in some aspect. ICT infrastructure helps a lot in educational aspect especially in the higher institutions of learning.

This chapter introduces another teaching approach using multimedia technology. This multimedia is about Hajj guideline for pilgrims using 3D animation. This is another method of learning after using booklet, DVD etc.

There are two ways of learning: theory and practical. Usually, the theory comes first before the practical. In learning hajj, pilgrims will be briefed in detail about the hajj activities. It consists of the places of doing hajj, the actions, rules and laws during the hajj. The practical part is about actions that pilgrims need to implement based on the knowledge that they learn before. The best way is practical like the rehearsal on hajj activities before going for hajj to perform the activities in real situation.

The hajj courses, booklet, and speech help a lot to the pilgrims. The hajj courses and speech from the knowledgeable speakers will introduce the first impression of how to perform hajj to the pilgrims. Everything